
Study program: Bachelor academic studies of environmental protection (BASEP) 

Type and degree of studies: Bachelor academic studies, I degree 

Subject name: Natural hazard Subject code 6O4HAZ 

Professor: Dr. Vakanjac Boris, Docent 

Subject status: Optional 

Number of ECTS points:  

Condition: none 

Subject goal  
During this course natural hazards will be studied that occur on Earth and their impact on civilization. Special attention will 

be given to the risk that natural disasters represent, their geographic distribution and fundamental principles of natural causes. 

The main objective of this course is understanding and acceptance of the influence that extreme natural disasters have on 

people and human communities, as well as the natural processes that cause these devastating phenomena. 

Subject outcome  
The course will enable students to recognize, understand and accept natural hazards as part of Earth's evolution. They will 

also be familiar with the basic ways of measuring and monitoring of extreme situations on Earth. 

Subject content  

Theoretical classes  

The concept of natural hazards, risk and society. Mass extinctions and their causes throughout the history of the planet Earth. 

Cosmic hazard, massive ejections of solar matter, a flash of gamma radiation, asteroid and comet impacts. Endogenous 

geodynamic hazard earthquakes. Volcanic hazard. Exogenous hazard from erosion and landslides. Climate and weather 

hazard - global warming, ice ages, droughts, hurricanes, tornadoes, El Nino and La Nina. Hydrology – meteorological hazard 

- floods. Avalanches. Forest fires. Biosphere hazard - pandemics. Risk management for individual types of natural hazards. 

 

Practical classes 

Mastering of methods of analysis, monitoring and forecasting of extreme natural phenomena (earthquakes, floods, droughts, 

fires) and how those methods apply in terms of preventive response to potential identified hazards. 
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Number of active classes Other classes 

Lectures: 2 (30) 

 

Practical 

classes:1(15) 

Other forms of classes:  Study research 

work:  

 

Classes conduction methods 
Interactive lectures, through presentations and practical training in the form of audio-visual exercises through work with aero 

and video recordings, analysis of seismograms and study visits to institutions such as the Seismological Bureau, Hydro-

Meteorological Institute, etc., Analysis of documentaries on the big natural disasters, two colloquiums, written and oral exam. 

Knowledge evaluation (maximum number of points is 100) 
Pre-exam obligations  points Final exam Points 

Activities during lectures  20 oral exam 60 

Practical classes  20   

 


